
Easy, efficient Microsoft 365
Governance

Empower everyone to reach their business goals with  

Rencore's leading SaaS tool for centralized, flexible, 

and automated Microsoft 365 governance

Stay in control of Microsoft 365

Software
built in
Germany



Enforce your governance policies over all Microsoft cloud services. Track what's 
happening in your tenant, uncover violations to your rules, and automate the 
resolution process.

What is Rencore Governance?

Enforce your governance policies over all Microsoft cloud services. Track what's 
happening in your tenant, uncover violations to your rules, and automate the 
resolution process.
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The one platform to govern your Microsoft cloud

Deep service inventory
Automatically extract and bucket a 
wide range of M365 data into object 
topics and discover their relations. 

Clear reporting & insights
Turn collected data into comprehensive 
reports, group reports into dashboards, 
and tailor for various stakeholders. 

Simple compliance 
Use prebuilt and customizable Policy 
templates built from best practices 
around the most requested use cases 
and monitor against violations. 

Advanced automation 
Automatically resolve violations and 
automate the communication 
process to address critical activities. 



Who benefits from using 
Rencore Governance?

• Quickly report on and monitor the governance posture of your Microsoft 365

• Easily enforce your governance plan and automate resolution processes

• Save valuable time to focus on results

• Prevent issues before they happen

• Significantly reduce support tickets

IT admin team

• Increase your organization’s 
security and compliance 

• Reduce operational and 
licensing cost

• Stay informed about the security 
posture of your organization

C-Level

• Manage external 
access

• Compliance and 
security insights

• Audit user and app 
activity with 
unlimited history

Security &
Compliance

• Optimize Microsoft 
licensing cost 

• Control data storage 
cost

• Map organization 
costs efficiently

• Increase overall  ROI

Procurement

Meet the governance stakeholders

The Organizational
Governance Ecosystem: C-Level

Procurement IT admin team Security &
Compliance

External users Business users



Rencore helps you ...

Top five governance use cases 

• Locate orphaned resources

• Manage cloud sprawl

• Automate lifecycle management

Declutter your
Microsoft 365 tenant

Popular IT admin team use case

• Data collecting and arrangement

• Policy monitoring and dynamic 
reporting

• Resolving policy violations

Automate 
operational processes

• Identify unused licenses

• Uncover premium licenses

• Handle storage limits

Optimize
Microsoft 365 costs

Popular Compliance use case

• Identify unused licenses

• Uncover premium licenses

• Handle storage limits

Optimize
Microsoft 365 costs

Popular IT Procurement use case



Manage access 
and permissions

Popular IT Security use case

... stay in control
of your
Microsoft 365

• Centrally manage access requests

• Continuously review access to 
your tenant's data

• Easily off-board users

• Manage all M365 provisioning 
requests from one tool

• Automate Teams and SharePoint 
site creation

• Create provisioning templates 

Templates 
and provisioning

Popular Adoption use case



About Rencore Governance

Rencore Governance is an award-winning Microsoft 365 governance automation solution used 
by leading organizations to simplify their governance approach. 

Built in Germany, Rencore Governance is a global & secure SaaS tool hosted on Microsoft Azure 
and passes all built-in automated regulatory compliance checks and security controls, such as SOC TSP 
and ISO 27011. Organizations also have the option to self-host Rencore Governance.

Rencore Governance is SOC 2 Type 2 accredited.

Find out more in our full security overview:
go.rencore.com/support/rencore-governance-security-overview

info@rencore.com | rencore.com

Trusted by the world’s leading organizations

Interested in partnering with us?
Generate new business around our well-known Governance solution and join our thriving Partner community now.
Reach out at rencore.com/company/partner/  and we’ll get back to you!

Ed Houweling
Lead 0365 Competence Center

Royal BAM

I currently estimate that we save around €80k per 

year by freeing up our IT admin team to do the work 

that counts.


